Abstract: High-penetration wind power will count towards a significant portion of future power grid. This significant role requires wind turbine generators (WTGs) to contribute to voltage and reactive power support. The maximum reactive power capacity (MRPC) of a WTG depends on its current input wind speed, so that the reactive power regulating ability of the WTG itself and adjacent WTGs are not necessarily identical due to the variable wind speed and the wake effect. This paper proposes an adaptive gains control scheme (AGCS) for a permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG)-based wind power plant (WPP) to provide a voltage regulation service that can enhance the voltage-support capability under load disturbance and various wind conditions. The droop gains of the voltage controller for PMSGs are spatially and temporally dependent variables and adjusted adaptively depending on the MRPC which are a function of the current variable wind speed. Thus, WTGs with lower input wind speed can provide greater reactive power capability. The proposed AGCS is demonstrated by using a PSCAD/EMTDC simulator. It can be concluded that, compared with the conventional fixed-gains control scheme (FGCS), the proposed method can effectively improve the voltage-support capacity while ensuring stable operation of all PMSGs in WPP, especially under high wind speed conditions.
Introduction
Wind power is increasingly integrated into the modern power system and will be a major source of electrical power in the near future [1] [2] [3] . However, the unpredictable nature of wind causes random fluctuations in wind power, which increases the instability risk of wind power grid-connected systems. The voltage of a power system should always be within the allowable range to ensure safe and reliable operation.
Recently, variable-speed wind turbine generators (WTGs) such as the permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) and doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) have become more popular because of the maximum power tracking operation and flexible additional controls by using converters [4] , in which a PMSG is widely used in the wind power system for its advantages of lower maintenance cost, high reliability and flexible control. However, the fixed reactive power control of the wind turbine (WT) converter causes them not to respond to the system voltage variation. As a result, the voltage of the system will drop significantly without other reactive power compensation devices when an external disturbance occurs, especially in a power system with a high wind power penetration level. In order to minimize this issue and improve the ability of the power grid to accommodate more A typical configuration of the PMSG model is shown in Figure 1 , which consists of wind turbines, PMSGs, full-power converters and control systems. The PMSG is operated with a combination of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) strategy and pitch control. Table 1 gives the parameters of a PMSG studied in this paper [18] . A PMSG controller measures signals such as voltage, current and rotor speed to provide signals for the control system that consist of the MSC and the GSC. A typical GSC control scheme is shown in Figure 2 . The active and reactive power of a PMSG can be decoupled independently, which is achieved by controlling the active components id and reactive components iq of the grid-connected current. A PMSG controller measures signals such as voltage, current and rotor speed to provide signals for the control system that consist of the MSC and the GSC. A typical GSC control scheme is shown in Figure 2 . The active and reactive power of a PMSG can be decoupled independently, which is achieved by controlling the active components i d and reactive components i q of the grid-connected current.
The mechanical power equation of WTG extracted from the wind is expressed as:
where ρ, r, v, C p , λ and β are the air density, blade length, wind speed, coefficient of performance of the wind turbine (WT), tip-speed ratio and blade pitch angle respectively. (λ+1) 7.8 − 0.15β (2) The expression for λ is shown as:
where ω tur is the angular velocity of the WT; n tur is the pole number of the WT. A PMSG controller measures signals such as voltage, current and rotor speed to provide signals for the control system that consist of the MSC and the GSC. A typical GSC control scheme is shown in Figure 2 . The active and reactive power of a PMSG can be decoupled independently, which is achieved by controlling the active components id and reactive components iq of the grid-connected current. At a given wind speed, maximum power can be extracted from a WT for a specific rotor speed and pitch angle. In general, when the WT output is less than the rated power, the pitch angle is maintained at a fixed value. At this point, C p is a function of λ. By adjusting the angular speed of the wind turbine, the maximum C p is achieved with maximum power tracking control. So λ and C p can take an optimal value of λ opt and C pmax , and the output power of each WT can be expressed as:
Nominal Apparent
where k opt is the equivalent coefficient to obtain the maximum wind energy. The reactive power capacity of WTG is determined by the active power from the grid-side of the generator and the apparent power of the converter. Assuming that the active power loss is ignored, the reactive power capacity of the WTG can be expressed as:
where S W is the apparent power of the WT converter. It should be emphasized that in extreme cases, when the reactive power shortage is large and all WTGs are running at full power, the upper limit of the full power converter current is reached. Considering that the reactive power adjustment capability of the WTG is closely related to the active power generated, the deloading operation of WTG is considered to increase the reactive power margin. The corresponding deloading adjustment methods include over-speed operation and pitch angle control [19] . Then, the reactive power capacity of WTG can be expressed as
where d is the deloading level, and the range of value is usually 0-20%. According to Equation (6), Figure 3 illustrates the allowable range of active and reactive power output of a PMSG under different wind speeds. As can be seen from the figure, when the input wind speed of the WT is higher, the maximum allowable reactive power capacity is smaller, and the reactive power margin can be improved by sacrificing active power to the operation in the deloading operation state. Therefore, the reactive power regulation of the WT with low input wind speed is greater than that of the WT with high input wind speed. When the input wind speed of WT is greater than or equal to the rated wind speed, there is almost no reactive power regulation capacity if not sacrificing active power output. 
Conventional Fixed-Gain Voltage Control Scheme
This section briefly describes a conventional reactive power and voltage droop control schemes for permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs) [20, 21] , which uses an additional fixed-gain droop loop, as shown in Figure 4 . Qref consists of two terms: Q0 and ΔQ. In general, the value of Q0 is zero.
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where Vnom is the nominal voltage in p.u. at PCC in a WPP; Vsys is the measured voltage in p.u. at PCC; and 1/R is the droop loop gain. Note that the droop gain 1/R used in (7) is fixed. This means that if the value of 1/R is too large, it is beneficial to improve the voltage regulation ability, but it will make the PMSG converters frequently exceed the limit of maximum reactive power, especially in the case of extremely narrow reactive power range of the PMSG, and this phenomenon is more likely to happen when the wind speed is high. Conversely, a small gain ensures stable operation of a PMSG, but it provides a limited contribution for voltage regulation. Therefore, inappropriate droop gain will lead to unsatisfactory results, and the conventional FGCS is unable to ensure both voltage regulation performance and stable operation of a PMSG at the same time. Moreover, it is worth noting that when the wind speed fluctuates frequently, the fixed gain scheme is more inappropriate. 
Wake Effect Model
The Park wake model which is based on the Jensen wake model is used in this paper [22] . The model obtains the input wind speed of adjacent WTs by considering the wake effect. Assuming that the wake wind speed is linear expansion, and the wind speed of adjacent WTs is obtained by considering the cumulative effect of multiple shadows and the wind direction. The relationship between input wind speed of adjacent WTs can be expressed as: 
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Wake Effect Model
The Park wake model which is based on the Jensen wake model is used in this paper [22] . The model obtains the input wind speed of adjacent WTs by considering the wake effect. Assuming that the wake wind speed is linear expansion, and the wind speed of adjacent WTs is obtained by considering the cumulative effect of multiple shadows and the wind direction. The relationship between input wind speed of adjacent WTs can be expressed as: Note that the droop gain 1/R used in (7) is fixed. This means that if the value of 1/R is too large, it is beneficial to improve the voltage regulation ability, but it will make the PMSG converters frequently exceed the limit of maximum reactive power, especially in the case of extremely narrow reactive power range of the PMSG, and this phenomenon is more likely to happen when the wind speed is high. Conversely, a small gain ensures stable operation of a PMSG, but it provides a limited contribution for voltage regulation. Therefore, inappropriate droop gain will lead to unsatisfactory results, and the conventional FGCS is unable to ensure both voltage regulation performance and stable operation of a PMSG at the same time. Moreover, it is worth noting that when the wind speed fluctuates frequently, the fixed gain scheme is more inappropriate.
The Park wake model which is based on the Jensen wake model is used in this paper [22] . The model obtains the input wind speed of adjacent WTs by considering the wake effect. Assuming that the wake wind speed is linear expansion, and the wind speed of adjacent WTs is obtained by considering 
where v i is the wind speed of the i-th wind turbine (WTi); v 0 is the wind speed; a j is the axial induction factor of the j-th wind turbine generator (WTGj); D i is the diameter of swept area of the i-th wind turbine generator (WTGi); k is the wake-decaying constant; x ji is the radial distance between WTGj and WTGi; β ji is the ratio between the overlapping area and swept area of WTGi; and n is the total number of the WTs.
Adaptive Gains Voltage Support for a PMSG-Based Wind-Power Plants (WPP)
As mentioned in the previous section, PMSGs within a WPP have different levels of reactive power capability due to the fluctuation of wind speed and the wake effect. The proposed adaptive gains voltage support scheme aims to improve the voltage nadir while ensuring stable operation of a PMSG-based WPP. The configuration of the proposed adaptive gain scheme of a PMSG is shown in Figure 5 . In the proposed scheme, the output of the droop control loop can be defined as:
where vi is the wind speed of the i-th wind turbine (WTi); v0 is the wind speed; aj is the axial induction factor of the j-th wind turbine generator (WTGj); Di is the diameter of swept area of the i-th wind turbine generator (WTGi); k is the wake-decaying constant; xji is the radial distance between WTGj and WTGi; βji is the ratio between the overlapping area and swept area of WTGi; and n is the total number of the WTs.
To achieve better voltage regulation performance and ensure stable operation at the same time, the control gain of the voltage deviation loop of PMSGi, AGi(vi), is set to be proportional to the current MRPC of PMSGi, Qi, which can be expressed as: In this paper, in order to obtain the proportionality constant of (10), (10) can be rewritten in the following form:
where Qmax is the maximum value of Qi, and can be obtained by inserting the cut-in wind speed in to (6) . 1/R0 is the maximum droop loop gain. The value of R0 can be determined as different values depending on the design purposes.
Rearranging (11) gives:
where vcut-in is the cut-in wind speed. To achieve better voltage regulation performance and ensure stable operation at the same time, the control gain of the voltage deviation loop of PMSGi, AG i (v i ), is set to be proportional to the current MRPC of PMSGi, Q i , which can be expressed as:
In this paper, in order to obtain the proportionality constant of (10), (10) can be rewritten in the following form:
where Q max is the maximum value of Q i , and can be obtained by inserting the cut-in wind speed in to (6) . 1/R 0 is the maximum droop loop gain. The value of R 0 can be determined as different values depending on the design purposes.
Rearranging (11) gives: where v cut-in is the cut-in wind speed. Thus, the output of the adaptive gain droop control loop can be expressed as:
In (13), v i and AG i (v i ) are spatially and temporally dependent variables. First, the reason for the spatial dependency is that each PMSG has a spatially different level of current MRPC due to the wake effect between the adjacent PMSGs. In order to obtain better voltage support performance, a larger gain is set for a downstream PMSG converter that has a more MRPC (less active power generation), whereas a small gain is set for an upstream PMSG converter that has a less MRPC (more active power generation). In addition, the droop gain is set to zero when the wind speed v i is greater than or equal to the rated wind speed. This helps PMSG-based WPP to provide more voltage support and ensure stable operation. Second, the reason for the temporal dependency is that the input wind speed of WT is time-varying. As a result, the MRPC of each PMSG is also time-varying, and droop gain is adjusted adaptively with the change of input wind speed. Therefore, the proposed AGCS can improve the voltage support and ensure the stable operation when set to be proportional to the spatially and temporally different MRPC. It provides effective contribution to voltage regulation by increasing the droop gains depending on the increasing MRPC and thus prevents the PMSGs from reaching the maximum reactive power operation limit frequently by reducing the droop gains depending on the decreasing MRPC, which helps avoid the wear and tear of the PMSG converters. Figure 6 shows a test system used in this paper to investigate the performance of the voltage control schemes. The test system consists of a synchronous generators (SG) of 100 MW [23] , a static load of 30 MW and 1 MVAR, and 12 2-MW PMSG-based WPP. In order to differentiate each PMSG, each column and each row of the PMSG are numbered from WT1 to WT12 separately, as shown in Figure 6 . Thus, the output of the adaptive gain droop control loop can be expressed as:
Model System
In (13), vi and AGi(vi) are spatially and temporally dependent variables. First, the reason for the spatial dependency is that each PMSG has a spatially different level of current MRPC due to the wake effect between the adjacent PMSGs. In order to obtain better voltage support performance, a larger gain is set for a downstream PMSG converter that has a more MRPC (less active power generation), whereas a small gain is set for an upstream PMSG converter that has a less MRPC (more active power generation). In addition, the droop gain is set to zero when the wind speed vi is greater than or equal to the rated wind speed. This helps PMSG-based WPP to provide more voltage support and ensure stable operation. Second, the reason for the temporal dependency is that the input wind speed of WT is time-varying. As a result, the MRPC of each PMSG is also time-varying, and droop gain is adjusted adaptively with the change of input wind speed. Therefore, the proposed AGCS can improve the voltage support and ensure the stable operation when set to be proportional to the spatially and temporally different MRPC. It provides effective contribution to voltage regulation by increasing the droop gains depending on the increasing MRPC and thus prevents the PMSGs from reaching the maximum reactive power operation limit frequently by reducing the droop gains depending on the decreasing MRPC, which helps avoid the wear and tear of the PMSG converters. Figure 6 shows a test system used in this paper to investigate the performance of the voltage control schemes. The test system consists of a synchronous generators (SG) of 100 MW [23] , a static load of 30 MW and 1 MVAR, and 12 2-MW PMSG-based WPP. In order to differentiate each PMSG, each column and each row of the PMSG are numbered from WT1 to WT12 separately, as shown in Figure 6 . 

Synchronous Generators
The SG is a steam turbine generator with a rated capacity of 100 MVA, and it is equipped with excitation adjustment function. Figure 7 and Table 2 show the IEEE alternator supplied rectifier excitation system (from [24] ) and its coefficients, respectively. SVG, well-known as rapid dynamic reactive power compensation device, is not considered because this paper focuses on the reactive voltage control inside the WPP itself, and thus only the alternator supplied rectifier excitation system is considered. As a result, the voltage at the PCC is not fully recovered to the initial value after the disturbance event. 
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V E Figure 7 . IEEE alternator supplied rectifier excitation system model. 
PMSG-Based WPP
The WPP consists of 12 2-MVA PMSGs. The PMSG is connected to the PCC through the 0.69/35-kV transformer and connected to the grid (modelled by the large SG and the 230/20-kV step-up transformer) through the 35/230-kV transformer. The distance between the adjacent WTs is 1120 m, and the distance between the 35 kV bus and the SG is 20 km. In PMSG-based WPP, it is assumed that the rated capacity of each WT in a WPP is the same, and the operating parameters, main circuit and control parameters of each WTG are also the same.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 3 , the cut-in, rated, and cut-out wind speeds are 4, 13.2, and 22 m/s, respectively. Thus the output of PMSGs in WPP is not at the same level due to the wake effect between the adjacent PMSGs and the input wind speed of WT is time-varying. If the PMSG operates above the real active power, it will not have reactive power regulation capability. The voltage deviation at the PCC point is multiplied with adaptive gain AGi(vi), and this result is added to the reactive power reference value.
In this paper, the PMSG controller measures the voltage at the PCC, and then the voltage RMS at the PCC point for voltage control is calculated.
Case Studies
Time-domain simulations are used to verify the proposed AGCS reported in the previous sections. The test system is modelled by using a PSCAD/EMTDC simulator [25] . According to the previous analysis, it can be seen that the performance of AGCS is closely related to wind conditions (i.e., wind direction and wind speed) and the disturbance of reactive power load. Thus, five cases have been implemented by varying the above conditions to compare the effectiveness of the proposed AGCS with respect to FGCS, in which 1/R0 is set to the fixed value of 35. In all cases, a static load of 12 MW and 9 MVAR is added as a disturbance event at 2 s; due to the voltage sags not being particularly large, the deloading level d of WTGs are set to 0, namely d = 0, and it should be emphasized that in the scenario of the large voltage drop caused by short circuit fault, when the reactive power margin of WPP is insufficient, the deloading operation of WTGs can be considered.
In Case 1 and Case 2 the wind speed is assumed to be constant during the voltage control, and in Case 3 and Case 4 the wind speed is assumed to be increased at the instant of the event, from 13 to 14 m/s. In case 5, a real wind speed pattern is considered, that is, the wind speed is randomly fluctuating within the simulation time. Table 2 . Coefficients of the IEEE alternator supplied rectifier excitation system model. 38 SVG, well-known as rapid dynamic reactive power compensation device, is not considered because this paper focuses on the reactive voltage control inside the WPP itself, and thus only the alternator supplied rectifier excitation system is considered. As a result, the voltage at the PCC is not fully recovered to the initial value after the disturbance event.
PMSG-Based WPP
Similarly, as shown in Figure 3 , the cut-in, rated, and cut-out wind speeds are 4, 13.2, and 22 m/s, respectively. Thus the output of PMSGs in WPP is not at the same level due to the wake effect between the adjacent PMSGs and the input wind speed of WT is time-varying. If the PMSG operates above the real active power, it will not have reactive power regulation capability. The voltage deviation at the PCC point is multiplied with adaptive gain AG i (v i ), and this result is added to the reactive power reference value.
Case Studies
Time-domain simulations are used to verify the proposed AGCS reported in the previous sections. The test system is modelled by using a PSCAD/EMTDC simulator [25] . According to the previous analysis, it can be seen that the performance of AGCS is closely related to wind conditions (i.e., wind direction and wind speed) and the disturbance of reactive power load. Thus, five cases have been implemented by varying the above conditions to compare the effectiveness of the proposed AGCS with respect to FGCS, in which 1/R 0 is set to the fixed value of 35. In all cases, a static load of 12 MW and 9 MVAR is added as a disturbance event at 2 s; due to the voltage sags not being particularly large, the deloading level d of WTGs are set to 0, namely d = 0, and it should be emphasized that in the scenario of the large voltage drop caused by short circuit fault, when the reactive power margin of WPP is insufficient, the deloading operation of WTGs can be considered. In Case 1 and Case 2 the wind speed is assumed to be constant during the voltage control, and in Case 3 and Case 4 the wind speed is assumed to be increased at the instant of the event, from 13 to 14 m/s. In case 5, a real wind speed pattern is considered, that is, the wind speed is randomly fluctuating within the simulation time.
Constant Wind Speed
The voltage control capability of a WPP depends on the MRPC of the PMSG which is closely related to wind conditions (i.e., wind direction and wind speed). Thus this section describes the effects of high wind speed of 13 m/s with 45 • and 0 • wind direction on the voltage control performance. Figure 8 shows the results when the constant wind speed is as high as 13 m/s and wind direction is 45 • . In this case, the wind speed of WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12 is 13 m/s, whereas due to the wake effect in (6), the wind speed of WT5, WT6, WT7, WT11 is 11.68 m/s, and the wind speed of WT9, WT10 is 10.97 m/s, as shown in Table 3 . This means that the PMSGs in the fourth column and first row have largest active power and thus less MRPC, whereas other PMSGs have larger MRPC. The MRPC of all PMSGs obtained by using (6) and the droop gains obtained by using (12) are shown in Table 4 , Figure 8 and Table 5 , respectively. The wind speed, MRPC and droop gain are divided into three groups.
effects of high wind speed of 13m/s with 45° and 0° wind direction on the voltage control performance. Figure 8 shows the results when the constant wind speed is as high as 13m/s and wind direction is 45°. In this case, the wind speed of WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12 is 13 m/s, whereas due to the wake effect in (6), the wind speed of WT5, WT6, WT7, WT11 is 11.68m/s, and the wind speed of WT9, WT10 is 10.97 m/s, as shown in Table 3 . This means that the PMSGs in the fourth column and first row have largest active power and thus less MRPC, whereas other PMSGs have larger MRPC. The MRPC of all PMSGs obtained by using (6) and the droop gains obtained by using (12) are shown in Table 4 , Figure 8 and Table 5 , respectively. The wind speed, MRPC and droop gain are divided into three groups. As shown in Figure 9a , the voltage nadir of three schemes (i.e., no voltage control, FGCS and AGCS) after the disturbance is 0.889 p.u., 0.949 p.u. and 0.957 p.u., respectively. Apparently, the steady state voltage of the proposed scheme is higher than that of the fixed scheme by 0.008 p.u. and higher than that of the "no voltage control scheme" by 0.068 p.u.. In the case of the same total reactive power demand, the proposed scheme shows a better performance on the voltage regulation than that of the FGCS. As shown in Figure 9a , the voltage nadir of three schemes (i.e., no voltage control, FGCS and AGCS) after the disturbance is 0.889 p.u., 0.949 p.u. and 0.957 p.u., respectively. Apparently, the steady state voltage of the proposed scheme is higher than that of the fixed scheme by 0.008 p.u. and higher than that of the "no voltage control scheme" by 0.068 p.u.. In the case of the same total reactive power demand, the proposed scheme shows a better performance on the voltage regulation than that of the FGCS.
Case 1: Wind Speed of 13 m/s, and Wind Direction of 45°
WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12) is constrained to 0.44 Mvar due to the maximum reactive power operating limits. The result is increasing wear and tear to the converters.
As shown in Figure 8 , Figure 9b and Figure 9c , the adaptive gain and thus the reactive power generation has a large value for the WTs that has smaller input wind speed, depending on the spatially different level of MRPC. The adaptive gains and the reactive power generation of WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12) are smaller than that of the FGCS, whereas the adaptive gains and the reactive power generation of other WTs are larger than that of the FGCS. This helps PMSGs to generate a certain amount of reactive power, while ensuring the stable operation of PMSGs without reactive power limits. In addition, it can be seen from Figure 9c that the upstream WTs have less reactive power generation than the downstream WTs at the wind directions, namely, reactive power generation of WTs (i.e., WT5, WT6, WT7, WT11) are larger than that of WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12) and are smaller than that of WTs (i.e., WT9, WT10). As shown in Figure 9b , for the FGCS, all PMSGs have the same reactive power generation within the MRPC range, whereas the reactive power generated by the fourth column and first row WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12) is constrained to 0.44 Mvar due to the maximum reactive power operating limits. The result is increasing wear and tear to the converters.
As shown in Figures 8 and 9b ,c, the adaptive gain and thus the reactive power generation has a large value for the WTs that has smaller input wind speed, depending on the spatially different level of MRPC. The adaptive gains and the reactive power generation of WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12) are smaller than that of the FGCS, whereas the adaptive gains and the reactive power generation of other WTs are larger than that of the FGCS. This helps PMSGs to generate a certain amount of reactive power, while ensuring the stable operation of PMSGs without reactive power limits. In addition, it can be seen from Figure 9c that the upstream WTs have less reactive power generation than the downstream WTs at the wind directions, namely, reactive power generation of WTs (i.e., WT5, WT6, WT7, WT11) are larger than that of WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12) and are smaller than that of WTs (i.e., WT9, WT10).
Case 2: Wind Speed of 13 m/s, and Wind Direction of 0 •
In this case, the wind direction is changed to 0 • , and the MRPC of the downstream PMSGs is different from that in Case 1. The wind speed of each WT is shown in Table 6 . The PMSGs in the fourth column have largest active power and less MRPC, whereas other PMSGs have larger MRPC. The MRPC of all PMSGs and the droop gains are shown in Table 7 , Figure 10 and Table 8 , respectively. The wind speed, MRPC and droop gain are divided into four groups, and each column is regarded as a group. In this case, the wind direction is changed to 0°, and the MRPC of the downstream PMSGs is different from that in Case 1. The wind speed of each WT is shown in Table 6 . The PMSGs in the fourth column have largest active power and less MRPC, whereas other PMSGs have larger MRPC. The MRPC of all PMSGs and the droop gains are shown in Table 7 , Figure 10 and Table 8 , respectively. The wind speed, MRPC and droop gain are divided into four groups, and each column is regarded as a group. Figure 10 . MRPC of the all PMSGs in case 2. Figure 11 shows the result of Case 2, which is identical to case 1 except for the wind direction. As shown in Figure 11a , the voltage nadirs of three schemes (i.e., no voltage control, FGCS and AGCS) after the disturbance are 0.889 p.u., 0.95 p.u. and 0.9549 p.u., respectively. Apparently, the steady state voltage of the proposed scheme is higher than that of the fixed scheme by 0.0049 p.u. and higher than that of "no voltage control scheme" by 0.0659 p.u. This is because the AGCS releases more reactive power than the FGCS during the disturbance. The comparison of Figure 9c and Figure 11c shows that the MRPCs and the droop gains of WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3) have become larger due to the changes of wind direction. Similarly, the downstream WTs have larger MRPC and the droop gain depends on the spatially different level of MRPC. The adaptive gains and the reactive power generation of WTs (i.e., WT4, WT8, WT12) are smaller than that of the FGCS to avoid maximum reactive output limit, whereas the adaptive gains and the reactive power generation of other WTs are larger than that of the FGCS to generate a certain amount of reactive power.
The results of the above two cases clearly indicate that the AGCS can improve the voltage nadir and ensure the stable operation by setting the spatially dependent gains to PMSGs, especially under high wind speed conditions. Similarly, as shown in Figure 11b , all PMSGs have the same reactive power generation within the MRPC range for the FGCS, whereas the reactive power generated by fourth column WTs (i.e., WT4, WT8, WT12) is constrained to 0.44 Mvar due to the maximum reactive operating limits.
The comparison of Figures 9c and 11c shows that the MRPCs and the droop gains of WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3) have become larger due to the changes of wind direction. Similarly, the downstream WTs have larger MRPC and the droop gain depends on the spatially different level of MRPC. The adaptive gains and the reactive power generation of WTs (i.e., WT4, WT8, WT12) are smaller than that of the FGCS to avoid maximum reactive output limit, whereas the adaptive gains and the reactive power generation of other WTs are larger than that of the FGCS to generate a certain amount of reactive power.
The results of the above two cases clearly indicate that the AGCS can improve the voltage nadir and ensure the stable operation by setting the spatially dependent gains to PMSGs, especially under high wind speed conditions.
Variable Wind Speed
As mentioned above, the performance of voltage control is critically depending on the MRPC, which can be decreased because of an increase in wind speed. Thus, this section investigates the test results for three cases in which the wind speed increases to a high wind speed and with random fluctuations, respectively. Figure 12 shows the results in which the wind speed starts increasing from 13 to 14 m/s at 4 s, and wind direction is 45 • . However, only the fourth column and first row WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12) experience the wind speed reduction during the simulation time due to the travel time of the wake wind, as shown in Table 9 and Figure 12a . Because of the wind speed change from 13 to 14 m/s, the WPP has less MRPC than in Case 1, and the droop gains of PMSGs are adaptively changed by using (12) , as shown in Tables 10 and 11 . 
Case 4:
Increasing Wind Speed from 13 to 14m/s and Wind Direction of 0° Figure 13 shows the results of Case 4, which is identical to Case 3 except for the wind direction. In this Case, the wind direction is changed to 0°, and only the fourth column WTs (i.e., WT4, WT8, WT12) experience the wind speed reduction during the simulation time due to the travel time of the wake wind, as shown in Table 12 and Figure 13a . Similarly, the WPP has less MRPC than in Case 2, and the droop gains of PMSGs are adaptively changed by using (12) , as shown in Table 13 and Table 14 . The voltage nadir of FGCS and AGCS after the disturbance of wind speed changes are 0.9456 p.u. and 0.9549 p.u., respectively. The steady state voltage of the proposed scheme is higher than that of the fixed scheme by 0.0093 p.u.. The reason for the change trend of the reactive power of FGCS, the reactive power and the droop gains of AGCS are the same as described in Case 3. However, compared with the three WT groups in Case 3, the wind speed, MRPC and droop gains are divided into four groups in this case, and the biggest difference is that the wind speed, MRPC and droop gains of the first row WTs of WPP has undergone major changes due to the wind direction change from 45° to 0°. As shown in Figure 12b , the voltage nadir of FGCS and AGCS after the disturbance of wind speed changes are 0.9448 p.u. and 0.957 p.u., respectively. Apparently, the steady state voltage of the proposed scheme is higher than that of the fixed scheme by 0.0122 p.u. Because the input wind speed of the upstream WTs (i.e., fourth column and first row WTs) exceeds the rated operation speed, the WTs output the maximum rated active power, thus there is no reactive power output capability for the converters of these PMSGs.
For the FGCS, the reactive power generated by the fourth column and first row WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12) is constrained to 0 Mvar due to the limit of reactive power. The unfavorable result is increasing wear and tear to the converters. The reactive power generated by other WTs is increased due to the larger voltage deviation at PCC caused by the disturbance of increased wind speed, as shown in Figure 12c . However, for the AGCS, the reactive power generated by the fourth column and first row WTs (i.e., WT1, WT2, WT3, WT4, WT8, WT12) becomes 0 Mvar because of the adaptive change in droop gain (changed to 0) rather than the reactive power limitation. The reactive power generated by other WTs is increased, this is not only because the voltage deviation at PCC becomes larger, but also the droop gains of these PMSGs are increased adaptively by using (12) , as shown in Figure 12d Figure 13 shows the results of Case 4, which is identical to Case 3 except for the wind direction. In this Case, the wind direction is changed to 0 • , and only the fourth column WTs (i.e., WT4, WT8, WT12) experience the wind speed reduction during the simulation time due to the travel time of the wake wind, as shown in Table 12 and Figure 13a . Similarly, the WPP has less MRPC than in Case 2, and the droop gains of PMSGs are adaptively changed by using (12) , as shown in Tables 13 and 14 .
The voltage nadir of FGCS and AGCS after the disturbance of wind speed changes are 0.9456 p.u. and 0.9549 p.u., respectively. The steady state voltage of the proposed scheme is higher than that of the fixed scheme by 0.0093 p.u.. The reason for the change trend of the reactive power of FGCS, the reactive power and the droop gains of AGCS are the same as described in Case 3. However, compared with the three WT groups in Case 3, the wind speed, MRPC and droop gains are divided into four groups in this case, and the biggest difference is that the wind speed, MRPC and droop gains of the first row WTs of WPP has undergone major changes due to the wind direction change from 45 • to 0 • . In reality, the wind speed changes all the time. In this case, a real wind speed pattern that have specific statistical features and wind direction of 0° is employed [26] , as shown in Figure 14a .
The voltage nadir of FGCS and AGCS after the disturbance are compared as shown in Figure  14b . It can be seen that the AGCS exhibits better performance in improving the voltage nadir at PCC.
It should be emphasized that for conventional FGCS the reactive power generated by the fourth column WTs (i.e., WT4, WT8, WT12) will frequently exceed the limit. This results in not only limiting the support for the voltage at the PCC point, but also causing the wear outs to the PMSG converters. However, for the proposed AGCS, vi and AGi(vi) are spatially and temporally dependent variables, thus the droop gains of PMSGs are adaptively changed by using (12) . Consequently, the downstream WTs have higher droop gain, and the result is that not only the reactive power generated by the PMSGs does not exceed the MRPC to avoid the wear outs to the WT converters, but also provides more effective voltage support for the PCC point, as shown in Figure 14c and Figure 14d . Specifically, the AGCS shows better performance at high wind speed.
The results of Case 3, Case 4 and Case 5 demonstrate that the AGCS ensures stable operation of all PMSGs to avoid the wear outs to the WT converters while improving the voltage nadir by setting the spatially and temporally dependent gains to PMSGs at the disturbance instant when wind speed significantly fluctuates. In reality, the wind speed changes all the time. In this case, a real wind speed pattern that have specific statistical features and wind direction of 0 • is employed [26] , as shown in Figure 14a . In reality, the wind speed changes all the time. In this case, a real wind speed pattern that have specific statistical features and wind direction of 0° is employed [26] , as shown in Figure 14a .
The results of Case 3, Case 4 and Case 5 demonstrate that the AGCS ensures stable operation of all PMSGs to avoid the wear outs to the WT converters while improving the voltage nadir by setting the spatially and temporally dependent gains to PMSGs at the disturbance instant when wind speed significantly fluctuates. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes a control scheme with adaptive gains for a PMSG-based WPP. The droop gains of PMSGs are adjusted adaptively based on the MRPC, which is closely related to input wind speed. To do this, a function that relates the droop gain to the wind speed is used. The different gains are set to be proportional to the spatially and temporally different levels of MRPC. To improve the voltage-supporting capacity, the droop gains of downstream WTs are adjusted to a larger value due to the larger MRPC; then, to ensure stable operation of all PMSGs, the droop gains of upstream WTs are adjusted to a smaller value due to the smaller MRPC.
Various simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme has better performance than the conventional FGCS in terms of improving the voltage nadir at PCC and ensuring stable operation of all PMSGs in WPP under load disturbance and various wind conditions (i.e., different The voltage nadir of FGCS and AGCS after the disturbance are compared as shown in Figure 14b . It can be seen that the AGCS exhibits better performance in improving the voltage nadir at PCC.
It should be emphasized that for conventional FGCS the reactive power generated by the fourth column WTs (i.e., WT4, WT8, WT12) will frequently exceed the limit. This results in not only limiting the support for the voltage at the PCC point, but also causing the wear outs to the PMSG converters. However, for the proposed AGCS, v i and AG i (v i ) are spatially and temporally dependent variables, thus the droop gains of PMSGs are adaptively changed by using (12) . Consequently, the downstream WTs have higher droop gain, and the result is that not only the reactive power generated by the PMSGs does not exceed the MRPC to avoid the wear outs to the WT converters, but also provides more effective voltage support for the PCC point, as shown in Figure 14c,d . Specifically, the AGCS shows better performance at high wind speed.
The results of Case 3, Case 4 and Case 5 demonstrate that the AGCS ensures stable operation of all PMSGs to avoid the wear outs to the WT converters while improving the voltage nadir by setting the spatially and temporally dependent gains to PMSGs at the disturbance instant when wind speed significantly fluctuates.
Various simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme has better performance than the conventional FGCS in terms of improving the voltage nadir at PCC and ensuring stable operation of all PMSGs in WPP under load disturbance and various wind conditions (i.e., different wind direction, wind speed increase and wind speed fluctuation). The advantage of the proposed scheme is that it not only improves the voltage nadir by making full use of the WPP reactive capacity but also presents PMSGs at a high wind speed from exceeding the maximum reactive capacity. Moreover, the proposed scheme has application potential in a power system with high wind power penetration. 
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